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Abstract 
 

With the popularity of mobile networks and smartphones, geo-textual publish/subscribe 
messaging has attracted wide attention. Different from the traditional publish/subscribe format, 
geo-textual data is published and subscribed in the form of dynamic data flow in the mobile 
network. The difference creates more requirements for efficiency and flexibility. However, 
most of the existing Top-k geo-textual publish/subscribe schemes have the following 
deficiencies: (1) All publications have to be scored for each subscription, which is not efficient 
enough. (2) A user should take time to set a threshold for each subscription, which is not 
flexible enough. Therefore, we propose an efficient and flexible Top-k geo-textual 
publish/subscribe scheme. First, our scheme groups publish and subscribe based on text 
classification. Thus, only a few parts of related publications should be scored for each 
subscription, which significantly enhances efficiency. Second, our scheme proposes an 
adaptive publish/subscribe matching algorithm. The algorithm does not require the user to set 
a threshold. It can adaptively return Top-k results to the user for each subscription, which 
significantly enhances flexibility. Finally, theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation 
verify the efficiency and effectiveness of our scheme. 
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1. Introduction 

The popularity of intelligent mobile devices equipped with GPS receivers [1] has caused 
widespread interest in geo-textual publish/subscribe systems [2], [3], [4], [5]. Thus geo-textual 
publish/subscribe is used in many mobile network scenarios, such as mobile social media [6], 
geo-based product recommendations [7], etc. 

In a geo-textual publish/subscribe system, subscribers (i.e., users, data visitors, buyers, etc.) 
register their interests as geo-textual subscriptions (for example, a "clothing promotion" near 
the subscriber's location "Beijing Wangfujing Street") [8]. Then the system quickly and 
accurately sends information (such as " Nike shoes 20% discount in Wangfujing Street No. 36 
clothing store") to the relevant subscribers [9]. The information is published by publishers (i.e., 
data owners, data providers, sellers, etc.) [10]. 

Unlike traditional publish/subscribe systems, geo-textual data includes a geographic 
description and a textual description that are continuously generated and propagated in the 
form of a dynamic data stream [11]. Geo-textual data has strong position sensitivity (for 
example, when a subscriber leaves a geographic area, the geo-related publication data is no 
longer sent to the subscriber) [12]. Therefore, higher efficiency and flexibility requirements 
have been proposed for more and more application scenarios [13]. 

1.1  Research Motivation 
To improve the efficiency of geo-textual matching between publication and subscription, 
researchers have proposed many effective methods based on the index structure, such as the 
latest research [5] [6] [14] [15] [16]. However, most of the existing Top-k geo-textual 
publish/subscribe schemes have the following two deficiencies, which reduce efficiency and 
flexibility: (1) These schemes need to match all publication categories for each subscription, 
which greatly reduces the efficiency of publish/subscribe matching. For example, if the 
subscriber is interested only in "costumes," it is clear that there is no need to calculate the 
geo-textual similarity between the "costumes" subscription and "non-costumes" publications. 
(2) These schemes need the subscriber to set the appropriate threshold for publish/subscribe 
matching. First, this reduces the friendliness of the system (it is often difficult for ordinary 
subscribers to understand and set the appropriate thresholds). Second, this makes it difficult 
for the calculated number of publications, based on the threshold, to be exactly equal to the 
number of subscriptions (i.e., k). Thus, the flexibility of the system is reduced. 

Here are some examples that explicitly illustrate the second deficiency:  
(1) Threshold is too large. A subscriber only wants the system to return a publication with 

the highest geo-textual matching score (that is, return the Top-1 publication), but the system 
needs the subscriber to set a threshold between 0 and 1. It is very difficult to set an appropriate 
threshold. If the subscriber sets a threshold that is too large, the system calculates 10,000 
results based on the threshold. Then the system returns the publication with the highest score 
to the subscriber. Obviously, in this process, the extra 9,999 intermediate results waste the 
valuable computing resources of the system. 

 (2) Threshold is too small. A subscriber wants to get the Top-1000 publications, but the 
subscriber sets a threshold that is too low. The system calculates only five results based on the 
threshold, which misses the other 995 results. Obviously, in this process, the system misses 
many results. The missed results reduce the system's accuracy, which cannot meet the 
subscriber’s actual requirements. 
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In short, unlike the k value, determining the threshold is not intuitive. This makes it very 

difficult for an ordinary subscriber to set an appropriate threshold. Thus, the threshold reduces 
the friendliness and flexibility of the publish/subscribe system. 

1.2  Our Contribution 
To solve the above deficiencies, we propose an efficient and flexible Top-k geo-textual 
publish/subscribe scheme, which is called the Efficient and Flexible Top-k Geo-textual 
(EFTG) publish/subscribe scheme. Our scheme begins by classifying the publication and 
subscription. Only the same class of publications should be scored for each subscription, 
which significantly enhances the publish/subscribe matching efficiency. Our scheme also 
provides an adaptive geo-textual publish/subscribe matching algorithm. The algorithm does 
not require the subscriber to set a threshold. The system can adaptively obtain Top-k results for 
each subscription. Thus, we improve the system's friendliness and flexibility. Specifically, our 
contributions are as follows: 

(1) We propose a publish/subscribe classification model that enhances matching efficiency. 
(2) We propose an adaptive geo-textual publish/subscribe matching method that enhances 

the friendliness and flexibility of the system. 
(3) We propose a lightweight update algorithm that enhances the publication update 

efficiency for many dynamic scenarios.  
Section 2 describes the previous research in this area. Section 3 introduces the 

publish/subscribe classification model. Section 4 presents the adaptive geo-textual 
publish/subscribe matching method without a threshold. Section 5 addresses the publication 
update problem. Section 6 presents an extensive experimental evaluation of our scheme 
compared with two existing schemes and Section 7 provides our conclusions.  

2. Related Work 

2.1  Publish/subscribe system 
Users register their interests as a running query in the publish/subscribe system [18]. When the 
information matches the user's interest, the streaming information is sent to the user. 

Many works, for example [19], involve distributed content-based publish/subscribe 
systems on a wide area network. Their goal is to confirm subscribers' optimal allocation of 
message agents [20] through some performance criteria, such as latency. Other works, such as 
[21], consider deploying a publish/subscribe system on a peer-to-peer network, which focuses 
on minimizing communication costs. 

However, many existing publish/subscribe schemes [22] [23] do not consider geographic 
information [24] [25]. Our problems focus on the use and expansion of geographic 
information. 

2.2  Spatial keyword query 
Spatial keyword query has been extensively studied in academia. Some research retrieves a set 
of geographical text objects based on Boolean matching [26] [27]. Other research is based on a 
scoring function with a federated spatial index (such as R-Tree, Quadtree) and a text index 
(such as a reverse file) [13] [28]. 
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Recent studies build publish/subscribe systems with spatial text data streams on a 

centralized server [6]. They focus on developing new indexes to speed up the match speed 
between spatial text objects and keyword continuous keyword queries [29]. 

The spatial keyword query process is summarized in [7], and references [30] and [31] 
discuss the expansion of spatial keywords. We note that a spatial keyword query is actually a 
point-to-point or snapshot query. Our focus is on textual similarity matching queries. 

2.3  Geo-textual query 
Recently, the geo-textual publish/subscribe system has been studied in several works (for 
example [3] [4] [6] [7] [9] [10] [12]), but these studies have not combined geographic and 
textual similarity. Therefore, it is not possible to quantify the geo-textual similarity, which is 
essentially different from our work. At present, our work is close to the studies of the 
Conditional Influence Region-Based Quadtree (CIQ) [6] and Individual and Group Pruning 
Techniques (IGPT) [5] [14] [15] methods. These studies also support Top-k geo-textual 
publish/subscribe. 

In CIQ, a Quadtree is used to partition the entire space. A subscription is assigned to a 
certain number of covering cells, which form a separate partition of the entire space. For new 
information, CIQ traverses all the inserted files by using corresponding cells. The cells are 
infiltrated by the information position in the DAAT (Document-At-A-Time) paradigm. 
Meanwhile, CIQ finds all subscriptions whose textual similarities are above the preset text 
bounds. The text paradigm in CIQ cannot integrate some similarity search techniques based on 
thresholds. CIQ indexes each subscription to multiple cells by the pre-computing text bounds. 
Because the coverage of each subscription is unlikely to be too large, CIQ’s harvest is very 
limited. Therefore, CIQ causes high memory consumption. Therefore, CIQ is less efficient 
and practical than our scheme. 

Figure 1 provides an index example of IGPT. IGPT assumes that all subscriptions have 
the same cell coverage. A text boundary needs to be calculated in advance for each 
subscription. A text boundary is a cell. The left side of Fig. 1 shows the text bounds (i.e., 2c , 

7c , etc.). An inserted file is created to manage the subscriptions assigned to each cell. The 
inserted file is sorted based on the subscription ID. 
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Fig. 1. An index example of IGPT 
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For new information (e.g., 1m  in Fig. 1), IGPT’s index structure is designed for the 
TAAT (Term-At-A-Time) paradigm. IGPT integrates advanced pruning techniques based on 
thresholds, and many subscriptions are therefore eliminated. IGPT uses the on-the-fly spatial 
boundary calculation strategy. Each subscription is assigned to a single cell with good spatial 
granularity, which makes IGPT more efficient than CIQ. However, IGPT does not classify 
information, and is therefore inefficient in matching different kinds of information. On the 
other hand, the threshold limits the further promotion of the publish/subscribe system. Our 
scheme solves these two problems, markedly improves efficiency, and reduces the difficulty 
of using the system. 

2.4  Dynamic Top-k maintenance  
There is a key issue in Top-k maintenance of query results in various publish/subscribe 
systems. When an old publication expires, the Top-k results must be re-evaluated for the 
affected persistent queries (i.e., subscriptions in this paper). If we re-evaluate all the Top-k 
results, the cost is expensive. On the other hand, it is not feasible to store all information and 
scores in the cache to avoid re-evaluation. 

Udomlamlert et al. [32] describe a Kmax method to balance re-evaluation cost and cache 
consumption. Instead of maintaining exactly the Top-k results, they maintain top-k' results. k' 
is between k and a parameter kmax. However, the Kmax method contains redundant elements. 

The K-skyband method [33] was proposed to eliminate redundancy. Because it is very 
expensive to maintain complete K-skyband results for each individual query, only scores that 
greater than or equal to the K-th score are maintained. The K-th score is the highest score in the 
most recent Top-k re-evaluation [34]. We have observed that this setting corresponds to 
point-to-point mode, so some of the functionality may not be satisfied in practice. 

Pripuzic et al. [35] propose a probabilistic K-skyband method to discard the results that 
are unlikely to become Top-k results. Thus, they save memory consumption and improve 
system efficiency. However, because they employ probabilistic methods, some Top-k results 
may be lost. 

IGPT [5] [14] [15] presents a cost-based K-skyband technology to carefully determine 
the cache consumption. 

However, none of above methods classifies information. Thus, they have to match 
different kinds of information during dynamic Top-k maintenance, which results in some 
redundant computing and useless information. Our scheme is more efficient than existing 
methods in dynamic Top-k maintenance. 

 

3. Publish/subscribe Classification 

3.1  System Structure 
The system structure of the EFTG scheme is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. System structure of the EFTG scheme 

 
Publishers upload their geo-textual publications to the system (Internet, network, iPad, 

mobile phone, cloud, etc.). Then the system classifies the uploaded publications. Meanwhile, 
subscribers register their interests as geo-textual subscriptions in the system. In the same way, 
the system also classifies the uploaded subscriptions. Only when a publication and a 
subscription are of the same class, should the publication be scored for the subscription as a 
geo-textual similarity. Finally, the system returns the highest scored Top-k results to the 
subscriber based on geo-textual similarity. 

3.2  Geo-textual Similarity 
The following definitions of the EFTG scheme components help us accurately and formally 
define our problem. 

Definition 1. (Subscription). A subscription is denoted as . (1) In 
this equation,  denotes subscription ’s class. (2)  denotes ’s text description, which 
is composed of a set of keywords { , , ……, }. Each keyword  is associated with a 

weight .  is the TF-IDF (Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency) [17] 
weight of keyword  in . (3)  denotes ’s geographic description, which is composed 
of latitude and longitude. (4)  is a preference parameter. If >0.5, the text description is 
more important than the geographic description. (5) k is the number of returned results of 
subscription . 

Definition 2. (Publication). A publication is denoted as . (1) In this 
equation,  denotes publication ’s class. (2)  denotes ’s text description, which is 
composed of a set of keywords { , , ……, }. Each keyword  is associated with a 

weight .  is the TF-IDF weight of keyword  in . (3)  denotes ’s 
geographic description, which is composed of latitude and longitude. 

Example 1. Table 1 shows an example with a set of subscriptions and a set of publications.  
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Table 1. An example of a publish/subscribe system 
Subscription Publication 

Subscription ID Content Publication ID Content 

 (clothes, 
0T

s , 
0G

s , 0.7, 3)  (clothes, 
0T

p , 
0G

p ) 

 (food, 
1T

s , 
1G

s , 0.2, 2)  (bag, 
1T

p , 
1G

p ) 

 (Phone, 
2T

s , 
2G

s , 0.9, 1)  (food, 
2T

p , 
2G

p ) 

 (bag, 
3T

s , 
3G

s , 0.5, 3)  (Phone, 
3T

p , 
3G

p ) 

 (Phone, 
4T

s , 
4G

s , 0.6, 5)  (clothes, 
4T

p , 
4G

p ) 

 (Jewelry, 
5T

s , 
5G

s , 0.8, 4)  (food, 
5T

p , 
5G

p ) 

 (Skin, 
6T

s , 
6G

s , 0.6, 1)  (Jewelry, 
6T

p , 
6G

p ) 

 (Jewelry, 
7T

s , 
7G

s , 0.5, 2)  (food, 
7T

p , 
7G

p ) 

 
Geo-textual publish/subscribe systems need to return each publication to related subscribers 

in a timely manner. Thus, we quantitatively define the similarity between subscriptions and 
publications as follows. 

Definition 3. (Geo-similarity). The geo-similarity between a subscription s  and a 
publication p  is defined in Formula (1). 

)
),(

1,0max(),(
maxD

psDIST
psGS GG−=  (1) 

In Formula (1), ),( GG psDIST  denotes the Euclidean distance between Gs  and Gp . maxD  
denotes the max Euclidean distance that the subscriber can tolerate (a publication that exceeds 
the distance will not be related to the subscription). 

Definition 4. (Textual-similarity). The textual-similarity between a subscription s  and a 
publication p  is defined in Formula (2). 

∑
∈

×=
TTi pst

iTiT tpwtswpsTS


).().(),(  (2) 

Definition 5. (Geo-textual-similarity). The geo-textual similarity between a subscription 
s  and a publication p  is defined in Formula (3). 

),()1(),(),( psGSpsTSpsGTS ×−+×= δδ  (3) 
In Formula (3), δ  is a preference parameter. δ  is used to coordinate geo-similarity and 

textual-similarity. If δ >0.5, textual similarity is more important than geo-similarity. 
To facilitate the next description, we use S  to represent all subscriptions in the system. P  

represents all publications and ),( PsGTS  represents a set of geo-textual similarities between 
a subscription s  and all publications P  in the system. 

3.3  Similarity Algorithm 
There is no classification in most of the existing methods [5] [6] [14] [15]. Thus the 
computational complexity of similarity is  |)||(| PSO × . To reduce the computational 
complexity, we propose a publish/subscribe classification model that classifies the publication 
and subscription. 
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Algorithm 1: Similarity  
Input:s , P  
Output: ),( PsGTS  
1: ),( PsGTS :=φ  
2: For all Pp ∈  do 
3:   If Cs == Cp  then 

4: )
),(

1,0max(:),(
maxD

psDIST
psGS GG−=  

5:     ∑
∈

×=
TTi pst

iTiT tpwtswpsTS


).().(:),(  

6:     ),()1(),(:),( psGSpsTSpsGTS ×−+×= δδ  
7:     ),( PsGTS := ),( PsGTS  ),( psGTS  
8:   End if 
9: End for 
10: Return( ),( PsGTS ) 

 
Algorithm 1, Similarity , regulates the computing process of similarity based on our 

classification model. The algorithm takes a subscription s  and all publications P  as input. Meanwhile, 
the algorithm takes the geo-textual similarity set ),( PsGTS  as output. 

First, the algorithm checks the class of subscription s  and publication p  (Step 3). When, and only 
when, s  and p  are of the same class, we calculate geo-textual similarity ),( psGTS  between s  
and p (Steps 4-6). Finally, the algorithm adds all related geo-textual similarities to ),( PsGTS  (Step 
7). 

Example 2. Based on Example 1, the system runs ),( 1 PsSimilarity  to calculate 
geo-textual similarity set ),( 1 PsGTS  between subscription 1s  and all publications P  in the 
system. The computing result ),( 1 PsGTS  is shown in Table 2.  

 
Table 2. An example of running Algorithm 1 

Geo-textual-similarity Value 
),( 21 psGTS  0.5 

),( 51 psGTS  0.6 

),( 71 psGTS  0.9 
 
Subscriber 1s  wants to subscribe to information about food. However, publisher 0p  sells 

clothes. Thus, it is clearly impossible for subscriber 1s  to subscribe to the information from 

0p . That is, there is no need to calculate the similarity between 1s  and 0p . { 2p , 5p , 7p } 
and 1s  are of the same class. Therefore, we only need to calculate geo-textual similarities 
between 1s  and { 2p , 5p , 7p }. We assume that the calculated results are 0.5, 0.6, and 0.9, 
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respectively.  
Because Algorithm 1 uses a publish/subscribe classification model, a huge number of 

geo-textual similarities do not need to be calculated. Moreover, to simplify the above 
description, we use only a classification, but in practice, a set of classifications is often used.  

For example, the Level 1 classification is food. The Level 2 classifications of food include 
snack, pastry, fruit, vegetable, beverage, supplement, etc. The Level 3 classifications of 
pastry include traditional pastry, western-style pastry, biscuit, puffed food, mooncake, and so 
on. There are Level 4 classifications of mooncake, etc. Therefore, the computational 

complexity of similarity is )
||

|(|
nm

P
SO ×  in the EFTG scheme, where n  is the level 

number and m  is the classification number in each level.  
 

4. Geo-textual Publish/subscribe Matching 

Algorithm 2, Matching , regulates our geo-textual publish/subscribe matching process, 
which takes a subscription s  and the geo-textual similarity set ),( PsGTS  as input. The 
algorithm takes the matching Top-k results kR  as output.  

First, Algorithm 2 selects the publication R , which has the max geo-textual similarity in 
),( PsGTS  (Step 3). Second, it adds R  to result set sR  (Step 4). Third, it removes R  from 
),( PsGTS  (Step 5). Finally, only the Top-k results should be returned to the subscriber (Step 

6).  
 

Algorithm 2: Matching  
Input: s , ),( PsGTS  
Output: sR  
1: 

sR :=φ  
2: While k≠ 0 
3: Select the publication R  which has the max geo-textual-similarity in ),( PsGTS  
4: 

sR := RRs   
5: ),( PsGTS := ),( PsGTS /R  
6: k-- 
7: End while 
8: Return( sR ) 

 
Example 3. Based on Example 2, the system runs )),(,( 11 PsGTSsMatching  to get 

Top-k results 
1s

R ={ 7p , 5p }. 

From Table 1, we find that 1s ’k=2. That is, we need to return two top score results for 1s . 
Because ),( 71 psGTS =0.9 is the max geo-textual similarity in ),( 1 PsGTS , 

1s
R ={ 7p }, we 

remove ),( 71 psGTS  from ),( 1 PsGTS . Because ),( 51 psGTS =0.6 is the max geo-textual 
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similarity in the new ),( 1 PsGTS , 
1s

R ={ 7p , 5p }, we remove ),( 51 psGTS  from 

),( 1 PsGTS . That is, ),( 1 PsGTS ={ ),( 21 psGTS =0.5}.  
The advantages of our matching method are as follows: 
(1) Publication is only scored for the same class subscription, which enhances the matching 

efficiency. 
(2) The user does not need to set the threshold, which simplifies user operation and 

improves the practicability of the system. 
(3) We only need to find the highest score of the k matching results without sorting all 

scores, which decreases the redundancy computation. 
From analyzing Algorithm 2, we find that the publication has been classified. Thus our 

computational complexity of matching is )
||

(
nm

P
kO × , where n  is the level number and m  

is the classification number in each level. 
 
CIQ [6] first calculates the candidate results based on the text bound. Then CIQ prunes and 

sorts the candidate results. Finally, CIQ returns the highest score of the k results to the 
subscriber. Thus the computational complexity of matching in CIQ is 

|)|log||( 2 PPkO ×× . IGPT [5] [14] [15] uses a more advanced and efficient pruning 
technique than CIQ. Therefore, the computational complexity of matching in IGPT is 

|)|( PkO × . Obviously, our method is more efficient than CIQ and IGPT. 

5. Update 

Algorithm 3: Update   
Input: s , ),( PsGTS , sR , ot , p  
Output: 'sR ， )',( PsGTS  
1: If ot ==”delete” then 
2:   If p ∈ ),( PsGTS  then 
3:     )',( PsGTS := ),( PsGTS / ),( psGTS  
4:     'sR := sR  
5:   End if 
6:   If p ∈ sR  then 
7:     'sR := sR / p  
8:     Select ip ∈ ),( PsGTS | ),( ipsGTS has the highest score in ),( PsGTS  
9:     )',( PsGTS := ),( PsGTS / ),( ipsGTS  
10:     'sR := 'sR  ip  
11:   End if 
12: Else 
13:   If Cs == Cp  then 
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14: 
)
),(

1,0max(:),(
maxD

psDIST
psGS GG−=  

15:     ∑
∈

×=
TTi pst

iTiT tpwtswpsTS


).().(:),(  

16:     ),()1(),(:),( psGSpsTSpsGTS ×−+×= δδ  
17:     Select jp ∈ sR | ),( jpsGTS  has the lowest score in sR  
18:     If ),( jpsGTS < ),( psGTS then 
19:       'sR := sR / jp  
20:       'sR := 'sR  p  
21:       )',( PsGTS := )',( PsGTS  ),( jpsGTS  
22:       )',( PsGTS := )',( PsGTS / ),( psGTS   
23: Else  
24:       )',( PsGTS := ),( PsGTS  ),( psGTS  
25:       'sR := sR  
26:     End if 
27:   End if 
28: End if 
29: Return( 'sR , )',( PsGTS ) 

 
Currently, most of the publish/subscribe systems require dynamic maintenance. That is, 

when a new publication is created or an old publication expires, the returned results should be 
updated in a timely manner. For this purpose, Algorithm 3, Update , regulates the publication 
update process. 

The algorithm takes a subscription s , the old geo-textual similarity set ),( PsGTS , the old 
returned result set sR , an update operator ot (which has two operations: delete and add), and 
an updated publication p  as input. The algorithm takes the new returned result set 'sR  and 
the new geo-textual similarity set )',( PsGTS  as output.  

When an old publication p  expires and p  is in the old geo-textual similarity set 
),( PsGTS , p  is useless. Thus, the algorithm removes p  from ),( PsGTS  (Step 3). In this 

case, the result set does not need to be updated (Step 4). If p  is not in ),( PsGTS , p  may be 
in old result set sR  (Step 6). In this case, we remove p  from sR  (Step 7). That is, the new 
result set 'sR  only has k-1 results. Therefore, we have to add a publication ip   (which has the 
highest score in ),( PsGTS ) to 'sR  (Steps 8-10).  

When a new publication p  comes in and p  and s  are of the same class, we calculate the 
geo-textual similarity ),( psGTS  between s  and p  (Steps 13-16). In this case, we have to 
select jp  (which has the lowest score in sR ) from sR  (Step 17). If new publication p  has 

higher geo-textual similarity than jp , we have to replace jp  with p  (Steps 18-22). 
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Otherwise, we only need to update geo-textual similarity set ),( PsGTS  without updating any 
returned result (Steps 23-25). 

Example 4. Based on Example 3, an old publication 5p  expires. Then a new publication 

8p  comes in. Thus, the system runs Update ( 1s , ),( 1 PsGTS , 
1s

R , delete , 5p ) and 

Update ( 1s , ),( 1 PsGTS , 
1s

R , add , 8p ) successively. Finally, a new result set 
1s

R ={ 7p , 

2p } and a new geo-textual similarity set ),( 1 PsGTS ={ ),( 81 psGTS =0.1}. 
(1) Algorithm 3 runs Update ( 1s , ),( 1 PsGTS , 

1s
R , delete , 5p ). From Example 3, we 

find that old ),( 1 PsGTS ={ ),( 21 psGTS =0.5} and old 
1s

R ={ 7p , 5p }. Obviously, 

5p ∉ ),( 1 PsGTS  and 5p ∈
1s

R . Thus, 
1s

R ={ 7p } (Step 7). Because ),( 1 PsGTS  has only 

one geo-textual similarity ),( 21 psGTS , ),( 1 PsGTS =φ  (Step 9) and 
1s

R ={ 7p , 2p } (Step 
10). 

 
(2) Algorithm 3 runs Update ( 1s , φ , 

1s
R , add , 8p ). We assume that 8p  and 1s  are of 

the same class and ),( 81 psGTS =0.1. Because ),( 81 psGTS < ),( 21 psGTS , we only need to 
update geo-textual similarity set ),( 1 PsGTS ={ ),( 81 psGTS =0.1} without updating any 
returned result (Steps 23-25). 

When a publication is updated, CIQ [6] needs to update all related subscriptions. Thus the 
computational complexity of the update is  |)|log|||(| 2 PPSO ×× . Based on a 
novel K-skyband cost model, IGPT [5] [14] [15] finds the highest score result for each related 
subscription. Thus the computational complexity of the update is  |)||(| PSO × . 

In the worst case, our EFTG scheme needs to compare the updated publication to k existing 
publications about geo-textual similarity. Therefore, the computational complexity of the 

update in our scheme is )
||

||(
nm

P
SkO ×× . Because || Pk << , our scheme is more 

efficient than CIQ and IGPT. 
Table 3 shows a comparison of the computational complexity of the EFTG, IGPT, and CIQ 

schemes. In Table 3, || S  is the number of subscriptions, || P  is the number of publications, 
n  is the level number, and m  is the classification number in each level.  

 
Table 3. The comparison of computational complexity 

 EFTG IGPT[5] [14] [15] CIQ[6] 
Similarity 

)
||

|(|
nm

P
SO ×  |)||(| PSO ×  |)||(| PSO ×  

Matching 
)
||

(
nm

P
kO ×  |)|( PkO ×  |)|log||( 2 PPkO ××  

Update 
)
||

||(
nm

P
SkO ××  |)||(| PSO ×  |)|log|||(| 2 PPSO ××  
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6. Experiment Evaluation 
In this section, we verify the efficiency and flexibility of our EFTG scheme through extensive 
experiments. To this end, we compare EFTG with IGPT [5] [14] [15] and CIQ [6].  

6.1  Experimental Setup 
Each procedure is programmed using Visual C++ 6.0. Two computers are used in our 
experiments. One is used as the system server, whereas the other is for subscribers and 
publishers. They both have a 3.4-GHz dual-core CPU and 32 GB of memory. Following the 
general setting of traditional publish/subscribe systems [6] [14], we assume that the index is 
stored in server memory to support real-time response. 

Publish/subscribe datasets are randomly generated by the system. All geo-textual 
similarities are randomly generated in the interval [0, 1]. During each comparison, the EFTG, 
IGPT, and CIQ schemes always have the same dataset. 

In our system, there are between 10 and 50 keywords. Each keyword follows the TF-IDF 
weight [17]. The k value (i.e., the number of results returned to the subscriber) is between 2 
and 10. The number of subscriptions |S| is between 10 M (million) and 50 M. The number of 
publications |P| is between 2 M and 10 M. The details are shown in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Experimental parameters 
Keyword number 10, 20, 30, 40, 50  
k 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 
|S| 10M, 20M, 30M, 40M, 50M 
|P| 2M, 4M, 6M, 8M, 10M 

 

6.2  Memory Consumption 
Because the index is stored in memory, the first experiment tests the memory consumption of 
the EFTG, IGPT, and CIQ schemes. There are two parameters that affect memory 
consumption—the number of subscriptions and the number of keywords.  

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3, where the Y-axis denotes memory 
consumption in GB. Meanwhile, the X-axes of Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) denote the number of 
subscriptions |S| (whose unit is M) and the number of keywords, respectively.  

(1) Fig. 3(a). On one hand, we remove the threshold from IGPT, which decreases memory 
consumption, and we add classification to the publish/subscribe system, which increases 
memory consumption. Therefore, from Fig. 3(a), we can see that the memory consumption of 
IGPT is slightly less than the EFTG scheme. On the other hand, IGPT uses more advanced 
pruning techniques than CIQ, which removes a large number of redundant subscriptions. The 
memory consumption of IGPT is only 49.5% of CIQ. Therefore, CIQ's memory consumption 
is much higher than the EFTG scheme. 

(2) Fig. 3(b). When the number of keywords increases from 10 to 50, the memory 
consumption of IGPT and CIQ increases dramatically. However, the increasing amplitude of 
the EFTG scheme is lower than IGPT and CIQ. This is because EFTG has a lower threshold 
than IGPT. There is no index associated with the threshold. Thus, memory consumption is 
greatly reduced. Meanwhile, the coverage cell of each subscription in CIQ is unlikely to be too 
large. The memory capacity of CIQ’s cell is very limited. Therefore, CIQ experiences the 
highest memory consumption. 
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(a) Subscription number 

 
(b) Keyword number 

Fig. 3. Memory consumption comparison  
 
 

6.3  Similarity 
From Table 3, we can see that the geo-textual similarity is related to the number of 
subscriptions |S| and the number of publications |P|. However in fact, the geo-textual similarity 
of our scheme and existing methods is also related to the number of keywords. Table 3 omits 
this parameter to highlight the difference between our scheme and existing schemes. However, 
in actual use, we have to consider this parameter. Thus, the experimental results are shown in 
Fig. 4, where the Y-axis denotes runtime in milliseconds (ms). The X-axes of Fig. 4(a), 4(b) 
and 4(c) denote the number of keywords, the number of subscriptions |S|, and the number of 
publications |P|, respectively. 

(1) Fig. 4(a). When the number of keywords increases from 10 to 50, CIQ pays the highest 
cost for the similarity. The runtime of EFTG is less than CIQ and IGPT. The EFTG scheme 
removes the threshold and classifies subscriptions. Thus, the runtime increase in EFTG is 
much slower than IGPT and CIQ. CIQ uses a Quadtree for the entire geo-textual partition. 
Thus, CIQ has the maximum runtime. 

(2) Fig. 4(b). When the number of subscriptions increases from 10 M to 50 M, the runtime 
increases slowly in the three schemes. This means that the three schemes are all suitable for 
scenarios with a large number of subscriptions. However, we classify the publication. Thus, 
the EFTG scheme has the best performance. 

(3) Fig. 4(c). Because IGPT and CIQ do not classify publications, each publication must be 
scored for all subscriptions by computing geo-textual similarities. Obviously, there are many 
redundant calculations in IGPT and CIQ. Therefore, when the number of publications increase 
from 2 M to 10 M, the EFTG scheme experiences the minimum runtime. 
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(a) Keyword number 

 
(b) Subscription number 

 
(c) Publication number 

Fig. 4. Similarity comparison  
 

6.4  Matching efficiency 
Matching efficiency is the main performance criterion for a publish/subscribe system. Faster 
matching speed brings faster query speed for the user. Therefore, matching efficiency is the 
key performance parameter of the whole system. In our experiments, match time is the average 
runtime of a subscriber querying a set of publications. The match time is associated with the 
number of keywords, k values, and publications. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5, 
where the Y-axis denotes the match time, whose unit is the microsecond ( sµ ). The X-axes of 
Fig. 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) denote the number of keywords, k values (i.e., the number of returned 
results), and the number of publications |P|, respectively.  

(1) Fig. 5(a). The EFTG matching number is exactly k (i.e., the number of returned results). 
However, the matching numbers of IGPT and CIQ are likely to exceed k. Thus, when the 
number of keywords increases from 10 to 50, the performance of EFTG is significantly higher 
than IGPT and CIQ. IGPT trims individual subscriptions more efficiently than CIQ based on 
location-aware prefix filtering technology. Therefore, CIQ has the lowest performance. 

(2) Fig. 5(b). When the k value increases from 2 to 10, there are significantly fewer matches 
for the EFTG scheme than for IGPT and CIQ. Meanwhile, CIQ faces a more complex cutting 
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operation than EFTG and IGPT. Therefore, EFTG has the best performance. 
(3) Fig. 5(c). EFTG classifies the publication, which reduces the number of matches. 

Therefore, the EFTG match time increases much more slowly than the match time for IGPT 
and CIQ. IGPT adopts an index structure based on the TAAT paradigm, which is more 
complex than EFTG. This requires more match time than the EFTG scheme. CIQ traverses all 
files that were inserted by corresponding cells. The cell is infiltrated by information location 
under the DAAT paradigm. Thus, when the number of publications increases, the match time 
increases sharply. Therefore, when the number of publications increases from 2 M to 10 M, 
EFTG is more efficient than IGPT and CIQ. 

 

 
(a) Keyword number 

 
(b) k 

 
(c) Publication number 

Fig. 5. Matching comparison  

6.5  Update 
As you can see from Table 3, the publication update is related to the number of keywords, k 
values, subscriptions, and publications. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, 
the type of update operation is random. That is, we randomly delete old publications or add 
new publications. The experimental results are the average of 100 random results. 

The Y-axis of Fig. 6 denotes the runtime of updating a publication, whose unit is 
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microseconds ( sµ ). The X-axes of Fig.s 6(a), 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d) denote the number of 
keywords, k values, subscriptions, and publications, respectively. 

 

 
(a) Keyword number 

 
(b) k 

 
(c) Subscription number 

 
(d) Publication number 

Fig. 6. Publication update comparison 
 
(1) Fig. 6(a). When a publication is updated, the EFTG scheme might not need to 

compute geo-textual similarity for this updated publication based on classification. IGPT and 
CIQ should compute the geo-textual similarity. Therefore, when the number of keywords 
increases from 10 to 50, the EFTG update time increases very slowly. CIQ uses cells to store 
keywords. The update time of CIQ increases dramatically with an increase in the number of 
keywords. Therefore, the EFTG scheme has the best performance. 

(2) Fig. 6(b). When the k value increases from 2 to 10, the EFTG update time increases 
very slowly because the threshold is removed. Meanwhile, the CIQ and IGPT update 
processes are almost unrelated to the k value, and their update times are therefore almost 
unaffected by the k value. However, the overall performance of the EFTG scheme is optimal. 

(3) Fig. 6(c). Because each subscription in the EFTG scheme has a classification token, a 
publication update cannot affect all subscriptions. Actually, the publication update can only 
affect a few subscriptions in EFTG. However, a publication update may affect all 
subscriptions in CIQ and IGPT. Therefore, EFTG is more efficient than CIQ and IGPT when 
the number of subscriptions increases from 10 M to 50 M. CIQ indexes each subscription to 
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multiple cells based on precomputing text bounds. Thus, when the subscription number 
increases dramatically, the update time increases dramatically too. 

(4) Fig. 6(d). The EFTG scheme classifies publications, which decreases the complexity 
of publication updates. Each publication in EFTG has a classification token, and a publication 
update can only affect a small number of related subscriptions. Therefore, when the number of 
publications increases from 2 M to 10 M, EFTG has the best performance. 

Based on all the experimental data, we can draw the following conclusions: 
(1) The comprehensive performance of the EFTG scheme is significantly better than the 

two existing methods, IGPT and CIQ. 
(2)The EFTG scheme has good performance in the face of various parameters. Therefore, 

EFTG can be widely used for various application scenarios, such as large data, distributed 
computing, e-commerce, mobile platform, cloud computing, etc. 

(3) Because the user is not required to set the threshold, the user's actions are more 
convenient. That is, we improve the availability of geo-textual publish/subscribe systems. 

7. Conclusion 
Most recent Top-k geo-textual publishing/subscription approaches do not classify information. 
This results in needless matching of different kinds of information, which wastes valuable 
system resources. The user is required to set thresholds, and based on those thresholds, the 
system’s scored publications are difficult to match to the user’s required publications. Actually, 
many publications should not be scored. On the one hand, the user wastes time setting the 
parameter. On the other hand, the system wastes valuable resources computing redundant 
scores. 

Therefore, we propose an efficient and flexible Top-k geo-textual publish/subscribe 
scheme. Our scheme improves the system efficiency by classifying information. Because we 
remove the threshold, we reduce redundant calculations, improve the recall rate, and improve 
the user experience. Extensive experiments prove that the proposed scheme is more efficient 
and effective. 
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